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We bring the methodology of orienting polar molecules together with the phase sensitivity of high
harmonic spectroscopy to experimentally compare the phase difference of attosecond bursts of radiation
emitted upon electron recollision from different ends of a polar molecule. This phase difference has an
impact on harmonics from aligned polar molecules, suppressing emission from the molecules parallel to
the driving laser field while favoring the perpendicular ones. For oriented molecules, we measure the
amplitude ratio of even to odd harmonics produced when intense light irradiates CO molecules and
determine the degree of orientation and the phase difference of attosecond bursts using molecular frame
ionization and recombination amplitudes. The sensitivity of the high harmonic spectrum to subtle phase
differences in the emitted radiation makes it a detailed probe of polar molecules and will drive major
advances in the theory of high harmonic generation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.233904 PACS numbers: 42.65.Ky, 07.57.c
High harmonic generation is a sub-optical-cycle process.
During successive half-periods, an electron wave packet
recollides with its parent ion from alternate directions pro-
ducing successive attosecond bursts of extreme ultraviolet
radiation [1]. If a symmetric molecule is the nonlinear
medium, then this periodicity produces odd harmonics
because successive bursts are identical except for a phase
difference.
A polar molecule, on the other hand, looks different
depending on the direction in which it is viewed. When
high harmonics are generated from polar molecules, alter-
nate attosecond bursts have different amplitude and phase.
Thus, molecular asymmetry is embedded in the single
molecule response and in the phase-matched spectrum
that we measure (as illustrated in Fig. 1). Asymmetry is
imposed at each step of the harmonic generation process
[1]: when the electron wave packet is detached from the
target molecule; when the liberated electron gains energy
and phase in the continuum as it accelerates away from the
parent ion and then is driven back to recollide; and when
the electron recombines with the parent ion.
Building on the first demonstration of high harmonic
generation with aligned and oriented molecules in [2,3],
we now report on a new approach for probing the structure
of polar molecules. We use both the techniques of laser
alignment [4] (up-down symmetric with respect to the
aligning laser field [5]) and two-color laser-orientation [6]
(broken up-down symmetry) of molecules to make high
harmonic generationmeasurements in the aligned aswell as
the oriented molecular frame. We confirm that an oriented
rotational wave packet is produced in CO by probing with
Coulomb explosion imaging [7]. These measurements are
repeated on aligned N2, which serves as an isoelectronic
nonpolar reference for comparison. Their orbital structure,
their angle-dependent ionization probability, and their tran-
sition moments are all shown in Fig 2. Our experiment
shows how information on the polar molecule is encoded
in both the odd harmonic spectrum of aligned molecules
and in the even harmonics of oriented molecules.
We implement the two-color method of laser-induced
orientation [8,9] for high density gas [3]. Early studies on
two-color orientation considered only the hyperpolarizabil-
ity mechanism [9] of laser-generated orientation. As dis-
cussed in full elsewhere [3,10], we believe an ionization
depletion mechanism is active in our experiment. Briefly,
the molecular ionization probability of polar molecules is
sensitive to the orientation between the molecular frame
and the ionizing laser polarization [11,12]. Therefore, in a
maximally asymmetric electric field produced by adding a
pulse with frequency ! to a second-harmonic pulse at 2!,
ionization will partially deplete the neutral population of an
initially randomly oriented sample at certain orientations,
while leaving molecules in their neutral state at other ori-
entations. The orientation-dependent ionization creates an
orientedmolecular distribution in both the neutral molecule
and in the ion and the same laser pulse launches the rota-
tional molecular wave packet. In the unionized (ground
state) the molecular ensemble is transiently aligned and
oriented during the rotational wave packet revivals.
Either N2 or CO [ionization potential ðIPÞ ¼ 15:6 and
14.0 eV, respectively, and dipole moment ðDCOÞ ¼ 0:112
Debye] [13] was separately injected into a vacuum system
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using a supersonic jet. Experiments have shown that they
have similar ionization probabilities when averaged over
all orientations [14,15]. We achieve alignment and orien-
tation using a pulse of 800 nm light and its second har-
monic (!þ 2!). After a variable delay, we probe the
rotational wave packet by generating high harmonics
with an intense 800 nm pulse incident at an angle to the
pump beam so that any harmonics created by the probe are
spatially separated from those created by the pump beam.
By delaying the probe, we observe the neutral rotational
wave packets at different stages of alignment and orienta-
tion. The full optical setup is described elsewhere [3].
Figure 3 (upper panel) shows the time evolution of a
typical odd harmonic (H19; h ¼ 29 eV) for N2 (dashed
blue line) and CO (solid red line). The origin of the time
axis for both molecules is taken as the time of the first full
rotational revival ( ¼ =B where B is the rotational
constant). For comparison, the dotted green curve in
Fig. 3 (upper panel) shows a nonoriented rotational wave
packet of CO as measured by Coulomb explosion imaging
[7]. CO is parallel to the laser field at the time of the H19
minimum. In contrast, the harmonic signal maximizes
when N2 is parallel [16]. This contrasting behavior
between N2 and CO persists for all harmonics that we
have studied except for the very lowest (H11 and H13).
There are two possible reasons for this contrasting
behavior. First, the orbital structure of CO and N2 allows
the HOMO-1 orbital to contribute when the molecule is
perpendicular. This enhances the high harmonic yield for
perpendicular molecules [17].
Second, when the laser polarization is along the direc-
tion of asymmetry, successive attosecond bursts are quite
different. The complex spectral amplitude of the emitted
radiation within a single period of the fundamental field is
given by ~EðÞ ¼ ~E1ðÞ  ~E2ðÞe
iT , where ~E1ðÞ and
~E2ðÞ are spectral complex amplitudes of the attosecond
bursts emitted from opposite sides of the polar molecule, 
is the frequency of the emitted radiation, and T is the
period of the driving laser field. The phase factor eiT
accounts for the fact that the second burstE2ðtÞ is shifted
in time by a half period T=2 relative to the first oneE1ðtÞ.
When the driving laser field is composed of
multiple cycles the even and odd harmonics are formed
with the respective complex spectral amplitudes
given by ~Eeven½2n=T ¼ ~E1½2n=T  ~E2½2n=T, and
~Eodd½ð2n1Þ=T¼ ~E1½ð2n1Þ=Tþ ~E2½ð2n1Þ=T with
n ¼ 1; 2; . . . :. The phase and/or amplitude differences (be-
yond the normal  phase difference for symmetric sys-
tems) between subsequent attosecond bursts lead to even
harmonic formation at the single molecule level, but it also
reduces the odd harmonic response [18] since maximal
constructive interference of the odd harmonics does not,
in general, occur. As already discussed (Fig. 1), this cycle-
to-cycle spectral interference is at the heart of harmonic
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The Dyson orbital for the most
weakly bound valence electron of the isoelectronic pair, N2
and CO. The color code represents a  phase difference. The
orientation is preserved in (b) and (c). (b) The total ionization
yield as a function of the angle between the molecular axis and
the electrical field calculated for a 1=2 cycle of 800 nm with
intensity 1:5 1014 W=cm2. (c) The amplitude (vertical axis)
and phase (color code) of the transition moment as a function of
angle and harmonic order (radial axis) for XUV light polarized
along the molecular axis.
FIG. 1 (color online). Spectral interference lies at the heart of
high harmonic generation from oriented molecules. Every 1=2
period of the fundamental intense infrared laser pulse (shown in
red), an electron wave packet is detached from an oriented
molecule, oscillates in the time-dependent electric field and
recombines to create an attosecond burst of XUV light. An
example of four such bursts of a train is shown in the figure.
In our experiment, this attosecond pulse train is diffracted and
imaged by a grating. The spectral interference of such a train
results in the formation of even and odd harmonics. An experi-
mental spectrum is shown in the figure.
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generation with polar molecules and the reason for its
inherent sensitivity to molecular asymmetries.
The emission of odd harmonic signal is independent of
the degree of orientation [18]; thus, the reduction of the
odd harmonic signal persists, even when the sample as a
whole is symmetric. In other words, the angle dependence
of the odd harmonic signal carries information on a polar
molecule. A simulation of parallel and perpendicular odd
harmonics for N2 and CO based on HOMO orbitals exclu-
sively is presented in the Supplemental Material [19]. We
will return to this issue later in the Letter.
The time-dependent orientation of CO, as determined by
Coulomb explosion imaging, is plotted in the lower panel
of Fig. 3 (dashed green curve). Orientation is measured by
the cosine of the angle between an axis parallel to the
electric field of the two-color laser pulse and the momen-
tum (or inverse momentum) of the Cþþ (or Oþþ) frag-
ments. The time dependence of a typical even harmonic
(H14; h ¼ 22 eV; solid red line) maximizes when the
orientation maximizes. The even harmonics appear on zero
background, allowing a signal-to-noise of better than
500:1.
Figure 4 shows the harmonics spectrum taken at a pump-
probe time delay of 8.85 ps—the time of maximum orien-
tation. Even harmonics are visible between the stronger odd
harmonics. To ensure the greatest possible linearity of the
detector and to facilitate extended dynamic range data
acquisition, the microchannel plate detector was operated
at a low voltage (1700 V across the microchannel plate
chevron pair), and the same image was acquired by the
cooled charge-coupled device multiple times with different
integration times. We determined the linear range of the
camera with respect to the integrated intensity and masked
out saturated and nonlinear regions of each image. The
remaining parts of the images were integrated and cali-
brated according to the total acquisition time of each pixel.
This method provides substantial noise reduction and an
extended dynamic range over single acquisitions.
In Fig. 4, the upper curve is the integrated signal of the
experimental image. The ratio of intensities of each even
harmonic to the average of the adjacent odd harmonic
orders is plotted as the upper of the two bar graphs. The
ratio increases up to h ¼ 28 eV (H18). It has a clear
minimum around a photon energy of 37 eV (H24) and
then grows monotonically to the cutoff. In the lower panel
of the same figure the ratio R ¼ ðSaa  SaÞ=Sb is plotted
for the odd harmonics from a rotational wave packet. Here,
Saa, Sa, and Sb represent the harmonic signal for aligned
(a), antialigned (aa), and baseline (b) molecular axis dis-
tributions. We measure Sb after the revival has dephased.
The similarity of the two bar graphs, measuring seemly
different quantities—alignment dynamics and even to odd
harmonic ratios—is striking.
Alongwith the phase asymmetry, themeasurement of the
ratio of even to the average of the adjacent odd harmonics
FIG. 3 (color online). Upper plot: Dotted green curve shows
alignment of CO determined from a Coulomb explosion imaging
measurement. The time-resolved high harmonic yields (19th
harmonic), corresponding to the same rotational wave packet,
are shown for CO (solid red curve) and N2 (dashed blue curve)
near the time of their first full revival (set at t ¼ 0). Lower plot:
An orientational wave packet in CO excited by the superposition
of 800 and 400 nm light. Dotted green curve shows the orienta-
tion of CO measured by Coulomb explosion imaging. The red
solid curve shows the time dependent signal for the 14th har-
monic. Note that the even harmonic signal is maximum when the
orientation is greatest.
FIG. 4 (color online). The high harmonic spectrum is shown at
8.85 fs, the time of maximum orientation. The intensity of all
harmonics is presented in the top panel of the figure, showing in
graphical form what is measured in the image below. The ratio of
even to the average of the adjacent odd harmonics is shown in
the upper bar graph. The lower bar graph plots the normalized
differenceR¼ðSaaSaÞ=Sb. The figure inset shows the phase
difference (in green, circle marks) for an electron departing from
the -C- side and the -O- side of the molecule as determined by
e-polyscat simulations. The red (cross marks) curve is the
measured spectral phase asymmetry of successive attosecond
XUV (recollision electron) pulses (relative to the normally
expected asymmetry). The blue (square marks) curve is the
recolliding electron wave-packet spectral phase asymmetry.
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allows us to estimate the degree of orientation in our experi-
ments as described in Section B of the Supplemental
Material [19]. We find the degree of orientation to be 0 ¼
0:24 consistent with the estimate of 0.2 in Ref. [3].
To progress further we follow each step of the three-step
model of high harmonic generation [1].
Tunneling.—On adjacent crests of the electric field, an
electron wave packet is launched with a different ampli-
tude and phase. The calculated molecular frame ionization
probability is shown in Fig. 2(b), right column. Amplitude
ratios rt ¼ A
O
t =A
C
t of the electron wave packets created by
tunneling have been measured for a few polar diatomic
molecules [14,15]. Here O represents the oxygen side of
the molecule and C the carbon side. As discussed earlier, it
is this significant difference in tunneling probability shown
in Fig. 2(b) which facilitates the creation of an oriented
sample via depletion [3,10].
Wave packet propagation.—Once the electron wave
packet is launched into the continuum by tunneling, phase
accumulates rapidly relative to the Stark-shifted ion
ground state. Asymmetry primarily arises because of the
different Stark shift the molecule experiences when the
field is parallel or antiparallel to the dipole moment of
the molecule and molecular ion [20]. While propagation
will have little impact on the amplitude asymmetry of the
attosecond burst, phase difference p will strongly
depend on the harmonic order.
Recombination.—The final step describes the electron
wave packet recombining to its initial bound state.
Quantum chemistry codes are well developed for calculat-
ing field-free dipole transition moments [21,22], shown in
Fig. 2(c) for CO. Both amplitude (plotted in the third
dimension) and phase (represented by color) depend on
the photoelectron’s direction relative to the molecule lead-
ing to an amplitude ratio rr and a phase difference p.
The field-free transition moment amplitudes have been
used successfully to describe high harmonic generation
from atoms and small molecules [23,24].
Using the amplitude ratios shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)
and the experimentally estimated degree-of-orientation
[19] we can estimate the electric field amplitude asymme-
try of the attosecond bursts. With this ratio known, the
measured spectrum allows determination of the phase dif-
ference between successive attosecond XUV pulses as
shown in the Supplemental Material [19]. The recon-
structed phase difference of the attosecond pulses, A
is plotted in the inset in Fig. 4 as the red curve (the-phase
difference that arises from the oppositely directed recol-
lision on each half cycle has been subtracted for clarity).
We are now in a position to return to the normalized
difference for the odd harmonics (lower panel of Fig. 4).
We have just seen that the phase difference of successive
XUV pulses is  near h ¼ 37 eV (H25). Therefore, the
successive attosecond pulses contribute optimally to the
odd harmonics of the aligned molecule near H25 just as
they do for all frequencies for antialigned molecules.
While other aspects could contribute, we should not be
surprised to see a minimum in the modulation depth R ¼
ðSaa  SaÞ=Sb (Fig. 4 bottom panel). In other words, the
minimum in the normalized difference and even or odd
harmonic ratio probably shares a common origin because
A ¼ 0 at H25 (37 eV).
The high harmonic spectra from oriented polar molecules
poses challenges for theoreticalmodels since, unlike the case
for high harmonic generation from homogeneous samples,
the calculation of the emitted spectra demands that the subtle
phase asymmetries present in each step be determined accu-
rately. Subcycle measurements will make this and other
phase differences experimentally accessible parameters.
The three-step model requires that A ¼ t þ p þ
r þ  where the three terms represent the phase differ-
ence the electron acquires on tunneling, propagation, and
recombination. To show the potential impact of measure-
ments on polar molecules, we use the recombination phase
from quantum chemistry codes to evaluate r [shown in
Fig. 2(c), right column, and replotted as the green curve with
circle marks in the inset in Fig. 4]. With the recombination
phase removed, the sum t þ p þ  is the phase
asymmetry of the attosecond electron wave packet at the
moment of recollision. This phase of the recollision electron
wave packet will be experimentally accessible in above-
threshold ionization experiments [25]. We could estimate
the propagation phase p, determining the unknown tun-
neling phase, but the meaning of this parameter would
require a special discussion. Future theory and experiments
will allow us to zero in on a well-defined tunneling phase.
In conclusion, by orienting high density samples of
molecules we have shown how the coherence of high
harmonic spectroscopy provides a new, powerful tool for
probing asymmetries of polar molecules. In carefully
designed experiments, subcycle physics [26] will give us
access to all parameters. The phase differences that will
become accessible arise, in part, from subtle differences in
the local fields and from the quantum exchange interaction
that the electron experiences when it is born and when it
recombines. Thus, polar molecules will drive major advan-
ces in the theory of high harmonic generation while high
harmonic spectroscopy will yield unprecedented insight
into polar molecules and into multielectron physics.
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